Abstract The ability to accurately identify scholarly authors is central to bibliometric analysis. Efforts to disambiguate author names using algorithms or national or societal registries become less effective with increases in the number of publications from China and other nations where shared and similar names are prevalent. This work analyzes the adoption and integration of an open source, cross-national identification system, the Open Researcher and Contributor ID system (ORCID), in Web of Science metadata. Results at the article level show greater adoption, to date, of the ORCID identifier in Europe as compared with Asia and the US. Focusing analysis on individual highly cited researchers with the shared Chinese surname ''Wang,'' results indicate limitations in the adoption of ORCID. The mechanisms for integrating ORCID identifiers into articles also come into question in an analysis of co-authors of one particular highly cited researcher who have varying percentages of articles with ORCID identifiers attached. These results suggest that systematic variations in adoption and integration of ORCID into publication metadata should be considered in any bibliometric analysis based on it.
Introduction
Author name disambiguation continues to be a thorny problem despite advances in algorithms and national and organizational programs to register scholars. The dramatic rise of scholarship from countries where similar names are frequent, such as China (Zhou and Leydesdorff 2006) and South Korea, has contributed to difficulties in linking names with publications because of ambiguities and duplications occurring in anglicized versions of the names (Strotmann and Zhao 2012) . Aiming to address the problem of linking authors to their publications in this context, several publishers have developed unique author identifiers. One identification system that has been promoted for its open source and crossnational approach is ORCID, the Open Researcher and Contributor ID system. ORCID refers to the ORCID identifier as the ''ORCID iD.'' ORCID has been in operation since October of 2012, and its adoption has the potential to give hope to bibliometric researchers (among others) who seek to conduct studies that require better connections between scholars and their publications.
The aim of this paper is to advance understanding of the usefulness of ORCID for bibliometric research. We use data from the Web of Science (WoS) Core Collection to understand where ORCID adoption is stronger and weaker. We could have conducted the analyses with Scopus data (because ORCID also integrates with the Scopus Author ID) but we choose WoS for this analysis because of the ease of searching for the ORCID iD in the WoS search function. The analysis is conducted at two levels. First, we perform macro-level analyses, through searches of WoS aggregated to the country, organization, and journal levels. In this macro-level analysis, we assess the level of penetration of the ORCID iD, which is defined as the number of WoS publication records with at least one ORCID iD divided by the total number of WoS publication records. Second, we investigate the difficult problem of name disambiguation of scholars with common anglicized Chinese names. As an example, we example the frequently occurring name of ''Wang'' by focusing on those who have received the ''Highly Cited Researcher'' designation based on Web of Science citations and on one of these researchers who provided us with a verified list of publications. The results suggest that ORCID adoption is uneven at the country level: stronger in Europe and weaker in Asia, where the need for author identification is perhaps the greatest. This regional difference also filters down to the organization level, with research organizations in Europe generally having higher ORCID penetration at the article level than those in Asia or the US. Our review of highly cited researchers with the surname ''Wang'' found that most of these researchers did not have an ORCID iD. These results suggest that bibliometricians may use the ORCID identifier as a useful additional search tool, but should do so with care until its use has diffused more widely into the scholarly population.
Background
There has been great interest in analyzing characteristics of individual researchers, such as their mobility across nations, institutions, topical areas, and time, using author data in publications. Yet associating descriptive information for a set of research papers with their actual authors with high accuracy has proven challenging for relatively common names. The development of name disambiguation algorithms has progressed (for a review, see Smalheiser and Torvik 2009 ). There has been progress in machine learning technologies that distinguish named entities and link them with certain word patterns in the text. Algorithms have been developed to relate individuals to citation patterns (Tang and Walsh 2010, and US Patent No. 8799237 for their work, licensed to Search Technology, Inc.). New developments in blocking schemes that put similar information (i.e., variations of a name) into the same category and calculate similarities and differences (Kelley 1984) have made these processes more accurate and efficient (Mitra et al. 2005; Li et al. 2014 ). However, these automated approaches still have serious limitations in dealing with ethnic and geographic differences.
If the US had an official registry of unique author identifiers, that might preclude the need for these algorithms for US-based analyses. Such registries are used in some other countries, such as Brazil (Altman et al. 2014 ; http://lattes.cnpq.br). There are difficulties with creating such a registry, including issues of security, authentication, programming, the lack of standardization of names in publications, and concerns about individual liberty that a governmental registry implies in the context of cultural norms in the US (Garfield 1969) . Nevertheless, having a unique author identifier would greatly benefit research into the mobility of individual authors and their changing roles in networks, as careers unfold and following key events (e.g., international post-doctoral study or moves to different institutions).
Amidst these author identification challenges has arisen the ORCID iD. Publicly launched in 2012, ORCID is ''an open, non-profit, community-based effort to provide a registry of unique researcher identifiers and a transparent method of linking research activities and outputs to these identifiers'' (What is Orcid? 2016). The use of ORCID allows individual researchers to create an identifier. The use of ORCID iDs by authors is being promoted by publishers and associations including Crossref, Thomson Reuters, Elsevier, PLOS, Wiley, ACM, and Springer. Studies are beginning to appear that use ORCID data, for example, to track (albeit with recognition of limitations) the international movement and migration of scientists (Bohannon 2017) .
The existing literature on ORCID is oriented toward explaining the author identification problem, proposing ORCID as a possible solution, and describing how ORCID works. Many of the early articles are published by ORCID organizers. In 2011, an article published in Information Standards Quarterly by a member of ORCID's board of directors and chair of its outreach group discussed the problem of author identification as stemming from fragmentation across multiple unconnected systems, including national level systems (such as Brazil's LATTES), field-level systems, and systems maintained by funding organizations (Fenner 2011) . ORCID is designed to extend beyond these boundaries through its open source design, but it requires coordination and management involving a large number of stakeholder organizations, consent of the scholar, trust in the system, and continuity for the length of time required to make the system work. Also in 2011, Fenner and colleagues published an article in Serials with other European members of the ORCID outreach group. The article described the history of ORCID, the initial size of its organizational membership as of 2010, its initial software platform based on the then-Thomson Reuters ResearcherID software, and its plans to accept individual scholar registrations in 2012. The cross-disciplinary and cross-national nature of ORCID are among the benefits mentioned, but the authors state that the value of ORCID would ultimately depend on attracting a ''critical number'' of users, including users claiming works at the time of manuscript submission, users with the ability to integrate their ORCID profile with other author identifying applications, and users actively identifying previously published works . Laurel Haak, the Executive Director of ORCID, published an article with board members of the organization in Learned Publishing on the use case of ORCID for publishers (Haak et al. 2012a ). The use case encompasses certification of authors, finding reviewers, tracking citations, and integration with paper repositories such as Crossref. Another article published in 2012 in Science discussed standardization issues and efforts to address these in integrating ORCID with other publication databases (Haak et al. 2012b) . Subsequent articles (Anstey 2014; Thomas et al. 2015; Meadows 2016) relate to the use of ORCID in automatically importing author information from multiple sources for medical researchers and facilitating the provision of library services in university and college settings. Butler (2012) offers, perhaps, the clearest justification for the need for ORCID by highlighting the rise of articles by Chinese (and Korean) authors and the difficulty of linking an article to common surnames such as Wang, with ''Y. Wang'' being the most common combination of first initial and last name at the time the article was written.
Not all reviews of identifier-based author disambiguation are universally supportive, however. Rosenkrantz de Lasson (2015) notes that ORCID (and other researcher identifier applications) require detailed active claiming of articles published prior to ORCID registration, which involves investing time into adding publications and keeping the list complete. In contrast, the author claims that Google Scholar automatically updates one's publication list without requiring an extensive time commitment (although our experience is that sometimes an author has to manually check, add or remove publications even in Google Scholar). A study at Texas A&M reported that the university prearranged for ORCID iDs for more than 10,000 graduate students, but only one-fifth of them actively claimed their identifiers, suggesting that more is needed besides obtaining organizational participation and technically making these identifiers available (Clement 2014) .
In sum, these works highlight the promise of ORCID, as well as some of the challenges, but there have been few studies that examine its potential usefulness in bibliometric analysis of authorship patterns. This paper provides basic demographic information about the adoption of ORCID at the macro scale and with an individual example. At the macro scale, the paper addresses national differences in researcher adoption of ORCID and how such adoption has changed over time based on the presence of this information in WoS. It also examines how disciplinary fields, as proxied by journals, differ in the presence of ORCID iDs as well as changes in these differences over time. We also investigate organizational differences in ORCID adoption given that some organizations have announced mandating ORCID registration. At the individual scale, the paper focuses on a selected group of scholars with the last name ''Wang'' and trace their adoption of ORCID and other types of author identification. Foundational for this study is obtaining a basic understanding of the attributes of the individuals with ORCID iD's vis-à-vis those without, or put another way, what ''sampling biases'' would affect bibliometric analyses relying on ORCID iDs.
ORCID at the Macro Level
Adoption of ORCID has grown dramatically, from nearly 47,000 active ORCID iDs as of January 6, 2013 to more than 2.9 million as of January 6, 2017 (Number of ORCID iDs 2017). This growth suggests that ORCID could be useful to bibliometric analyses. However, this growth is based on ORCID iD registrations; not all of these registrants are publishing researchers. The issue is the extent to which these registrations translate into publication metadata for bibliometric analysis and the growth trajectory of this integration of publications into metadata.
To understand adoption of the ORCID iD and integration into publication metadata, our analysis focuses on the relationships of ORCID iD in the WoS. This macro level analysis examines the extent to which any WoS publication record has at least one ORCID iD. To this end, we perform a simple WoS query using the wildcard search term ''0000*'' in the Author Identifier field. The weakness of this macro-level search is that it is at the publication record level and not the author level. Thus, we can readily discern the number of articles with at least one ORCID iD, but we cannot easily distinguish the penetration of ORCID iDs among the authors of multi-authored papers at the macro level. We will address this issue through micro-level explorations of an individual author's verified publication record, but for now, we take this macro-level method as providing an indicator of publication record adoption rather than author-level adoption.
The results of this macro-level search indicate that 19% of all WoS documents published in the 2000-2016 period have at least one associated ORCID iD. The penetration rate for all document types is at 12% in 2000, peaking at 24% in 2013, and declining to 20% in 2015 (with records likely incomplete for 2016) (Fig. 1 ). If this rate is examined only for the set of articles in the WoS, penetration is 17% in 2000 and peaks at 31% in 2013 before declining to 20% in 2015. In contrast, penetration of ORCID iDs into proceedings papers is much smaller, peaking at just under 20% in 2010. This decline after 2013 is unexpected given the rapid growth of ORCID iD registrations. One explanation is that, prior to 2015, WoS obtained ORCID iDs from the WoS ResearcherID system, when an author signed up for ResearcherID and linked his or her ORCID iD to the ResearcherID. In November of 2015, WoS began obtaining ORCID iD information directly from a database feed from ORCID. This source switchover could account for the drop-off in ORCID iDs reported in WoS after 2013. The first set of factors that could affect the appearance of the ORCID iD in WoS records potentially has to do with broader policy efforts of ORCID to encourage adoption at the national level. Table 1 suggests that country level differences exist based on the share of article records with ORCID iDs and that these differences have changed from 2013 to 2015. We examine the top 20 countries in article production in WoS, and define ORCID penetration as having at least one author with an ORCID iD based in this country. The caveat with this approach is that we are using full counting in case of multiple authors from different countries who each have their own ORCID iD. Within this caveat, seven countries/ territories have less than 30% of articles with authors based at organizations in these countries in 2013 associated with at least one ORCID iD: the USA, China, Japan, India, South Korea, Taiwan, and Turkey. These percentages are slightly lower in 2015. In contrast, five countries have ORCID iDs in 50% of more of the WoS indexed articles whose authors are based there: Italy, Spain, Australia, Brazil, and Switzerland. It is interesting that the low ORCID iD group, with the exception of the USA, is comprised of Asian countries, while three of the five countries in the high ORCID iD penetration group are European.
Country differences in ORCID adoption may well stem from the ORCID organization's membership fee-based agreements with institutions and nations. The Portuguese national funding agency for science, research and technology (Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia) required in 2014 that its researchers register for an ORCID iD and connect through Scopus to be eligible to apply for research grants. This requirement led to 14,000 scholars registering for ORCID iDs in the three weeks after the announcement. In 2015, Italy, through its Ministry of Education, similarly required researchers to register for an ORCID iD and connect through Scopus. Nearly, 60,000 researchers registered for identifiers in the two months after the announcement, such that 80% of Italian researchers have so registered. Other membership increases have resulted from consortia initiatives. Six of Denmark's universities and a library consortium adopted ORCID in 2014 to enable researcher tracking across institutions. Taiwan also adopted this type of consortium platform in 2016. Projects have been carried out in the UK, Australia, and Germany. As of 2016, the UK consortium had nearly 80 member universities and seven research councils, the latter of which have integrated the ORCID iD into their grant application systems. Australia's consortium over the same time period has 40 universities and two research funding agencies. There also are platforms in China, through the Chinese Academy of Sciences, and in the US, through regional consortia of universities and libraries, although neither of these consortia is explicitly reinforced by a national research funding agency (Table 2) . Differences between distributions of WoS article counts overall and those with ORCID iDs are less apparent at the organizational level than the national level (Table 3 ). The focus 87% in 2013, 79% in 2015) are associated with an ORCID iD. These organizations likely adopted explicit incentives or requirements for their researchers to obtain ORCID registration and link this identifier to their publication records. Second, there are increasing efforts at the publisher level to expand ORCID use. ORCID announced that several publishers were requiring that authors have ORCID iDs. It was further noted that 3000 journals collect ORCID iDs from authors during the manuscript submission process (Haak 2016) . At the time of writing of this paper, we are unable to capture the effects of the publishers requiring ORCID iDs in 2016, although we are able to observe associations through the manuscript submission process based on an analysis of 40%) . The first is an Elsevier publication, the second also an APS publication, and the third a publication of the American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (ASBMB). Although ASBMB's ORCID requirements are unknown, APS, ACS, and Elsevier collect ORCID iDs during the manuscript submission process. There does not seem to be a specific pattern as far as publisher policies and ORCID iD penetration as yet at the journal level. To reiterate, penetration means ''at least one ORCID iD'' for a given paper; it does not mean the paper has an identifier for each of its authors. Third, these national, institutional and journal level differences in policy-level factors in adoption of ORCID iDs are further magnified by the process for acquiring an ORCID iD at the individual researcher level. For an individual researcher to obtain an ORCID iD, the process involves two activities: (1) registering for the identifier, and (2) linking the ORCID iD to publications. Obtaining an ORCID requires minimal information: a name (first and last, as well as name in publications and other names the scholar goes by or has gone by in the past), email, and password. The initial registration is carried out by the researcher. The scholar can also add personal information such as country, keywords, and websites; education and employment information, which may be listed in drop-down menus; funding information, which can be added using a software wizard; and scholarly works. Scholarly works can be added manually one at a time, imported from a BibTeX file, or perhaps most commonly obtained through linkages with indexes such as the Web of Science (through its ResearcherID author identifier code), Scopus (through its Scopus Author ID author identifier code), Crossref Metadata Search, and national and regional online library tools where available (Fig. 2) . Despite these processes, duplicate identifiers exist, although ORCID uses methods to prevent them through the registration process and through encouraging scholars to merge duplicate records.
There are multiple paths to connect a researcher's ORCID iD and publication record in WoS following ORCID registration. The most common route is to submit the ORCID iD to the journal along with a manuscript. A second route allows the scholar to go manually to WoS or Scopus (or other indexes), obtain ResearcherIDs or Scopus Author IDs, confirm any publications associated with the scholar's name, and authorize Scopus or WoS access to the ORCID account. In either case, ORCID registrants may not realize that after they obtain their ORCID iD, they then have to enter it as part of the journal submission process or associate it with their WoS or Scopus identifiers. The ORCID registrant may, instead of selecting WoS or Scopus, allow automatic association with Crossref; if this option is selected, then only publications in Crossref will be indexed in WoS (or Scopus). Any of these manual associations with publication indexes also allow for links to the ORCID iD through the paper submission process. Assuming the process is followed in such a manner as to enable attachment of the ORCID iD to the researcher, the next step involves transmission of the ORCID information into the WoS. This ORCID iD information is then integrated into the WoS metadata and attached to the author's publications (Gulpers 2016) . WoS has future plans to simplify these steps.
A third route involves WoS pulling regular updates from ORCID to update WoS metadata records. A fourth route entails WoS including ORCID iDs as it indexes new articles. Thus, there are varied ways, some automated and some manual, for ORCID iDs to get into a WoS record.
ORCID at the Micro Level
This analysis focuses on a set of individual researchers with the common last name of Wang who are designated as ''Highly Cited Researchers'' based on a citation analysis of the WoS (http://hcr.stateofinnovation.com/). We focus on those highly cited researchers with the last name ''Wang,'' under the assumption that an identification number would be most useful if it could identify the most recognized researchers with a very common anglicized Chinese name that is difficult to disentangle using name disambiguation algorithms. We searched the Highly Cited Researcher website for all scholars with the last name Wang in November of 2016. Doubtless these lists change and new information appears over time. For the time period we selected, the list included 20 entries (Table 5) .
The list presents these authors with their first and last name and the name of their current organization. If we sought to confirm these authors' publications, we might check ORCID or another identifier, such as ResearcherID, given that the list is drawn from WoS. Of these 20 scholars, we could locate ResearcherIDs for only six (by searching for their ResearcherIDs), and able to locate ORCID iDs for only three of them (by searching in the ORCID registry). The list of Highly Cited Researchers includes a name disambiguation problem; ''Jun Wang'' is associated with two entries. Fortunately, one of the two is linked to an organization, ''BGI Shenzhen, China.'' We can go into the author's ORCID iD and obtain more information to link the author to the publication record. A web search confirms that Dr. Jun Wang is the founder of Beijing Genomics Institute (now BGI). When we go to ORCID and enter the name ''Jun Wang,'' ORCID produces 193 entries of scholars with that name. No public information is available for 131 of these 193 ''Jun Wang'' entries. However, the remainder do have employment, educational, and other information, including ORCID iDs, as well as ResearcherIDs and Scopus Author IDs. ORCID specifies three entries associated with the name ''Jun Wang'' at ''BGI Shenzhen, China.'' Each of these three entries has a different ResearcherID and a different ORCID iD. The ResearcherIDs associated with ''Jun Wang'' at BGI Shenzhen, China in the ORCID repository as of November 17, 2016 November 17, were A-7261-2013 November 17, , B-9503-2016 November 17, , and C-8434-2016 ; the ORCID iDs are 0000-0002-2113-5874, 0000-0002-8540-8931, and 0000-0002-1422-3331. This situation (which could be a duplication of the same researcher, reference to more than one researchers with the same name at the same institution, or both) makes it difficult to confirm the link between publication and author using ORCID, even for a highly cited researcher.
To further test the ability to link publications with one of the highly cited authors on the list in Table 6 , we conducted interviews in December 2016 and January 2017 with Professor Zhong Lin (ZL) Wang at the campus at Georgia Institute of Technology. In the interviews, we asked ZL Wang to carefully review the list of articles obtained from producing a simple WoS search using ZL Wang's first name, last name, and organization. We compared this verified list (search #1) with a basic search using last name and initials (search #2), a full name search with variations of spellings of ZL Wang's first and middle names (search #3), the above search plus the organization (search #4), a search of records based on ZL Wang's ResearcherID (search #5), and a search based on his ORCID iD (search #6). ZL Wang has been affiliated with Georgia Institute of Technology since 1995 (and a member of the Chinese Academy of Sciences since 2009), so using his name plus his organizational affiliation makes sense as a search strategy. ZL Wang did not have an ORCID iD at the time we conducted an initial interview, but he subsequently registered for an ORCID iD and connected it with his WoS publication record before the second interview. Table 6 reports the counts of articles that result from these searches (shown in the column labeled ''WOS Search Input''), the number of ZL Wang's verified publications November 17, 2016 that are ''missing'' from the counts, and the number of false positives. False positives are articles with an author named ZL Wang, but these articles are not on ZL Wang's verified list of publications and therefore are written by someone with a similar name.
The results of these searches show that the simple search on ZL Wang's name yields too many false positives; nearly 4000 false positives using a simple name search and 145 false positives using a more complex search of the first name. Adding the organization to the full-name-plus-variations search returned more than 93% of the verified articles with no false positives. The ORCID iD and ResearcherID searches also produced no false positives, while returning 87% and 86% of ZL Wang's articles respectively. These results suggest that the ORCID iD is useful as an author search strategy, offering excellent precision, i.e., capturing truly relevant records with limited noise or unrelated records, and reasonable recall, i.e., finding and capturing the largest number of relevant records. However, in the case of ZL Wang, a search based on variations of his full name and organization offers even better recall at the same level of precision. We note that there is no other researcher with the name of ZL Wang at Georgia Tech, hence the organization specification becomes a useful qualifier in this case.
To understand the penetration of ORCID iDs in multi-authored articles, we examined the most frequent co-authors of ZL Wang who had registered for ORCID iDs. Of the 69 scholars who have co-authored more than 10 articles with ZL Wang in the 2009-2016 time period, one-third (22 scholars) had ORCID iDs. Exploring the extent of multi-author coverage in WoS article metadata, we total the amount of each of these co-authors' articles with ZL Wang that have an ORCID iD and divide this number by the total number of co-authored articles over the 2009-2016 time period. ORCID iD coverage for these 22 co-authors ranged bibliometric analyses that require a good method for author tracking. Yet little is known about where ORCID iD take-up has been more or less prevalent. If ORCID iD usage is non-random, then these systematic variations need to be identified and assessed so that they can be accounted for in bibliometric analyses. This study has contributed to this task by highlighting some of the systematic differences in ORCID iD usage including significant variations by country, organizations, and journals. The study has conducted analyses at the article (or macro-level) and at the author (or micro-level). These two levels were examined to capture both types of variation in ORCID usage. We observed that article-level penetration likely overstates ORCID usage, because only one of the authors need have an ORCID iD for the article to count as having an ORCID iD. Nonetheless, this is a convenient method for examining broad systematic patterns at the country, organization, and journal level, while micro-level analysis is useful to understand further variations in ORCID adoption around a particular author's research network.
We acknowledge that the term ''ORCID usage'' may be misinterpreted at the author level. Some authors may feel that they have registered for ORCID and thus their identifier should automatically integrate their papers in publication indexes such as the WoS so long as they use their identifier when they publish new papers. The process is not straightforward for registering for the ORCID iD and then having it continuously integrated with indexed publications. Moreover, even the manuscript submission process, in our experience, sometimes encourages usage of the ORCID iD, albeit our results did not uncover systematic variations in take-up of the ORCID iD at the level of WoS journal articles. However, the process does not always allow or require the entry of multiple ORCID iDs for each of the co-authors, although multiple identifier capture by journal publishers may become easier in the future. We speculate that these registration and integration factors may play a part in why ORCID penetration of articles in WoS peaked in the 2012-2013 period and has subsequently declined. However, a larger factor in this unexpected trend may be the switch in 2015 from obtaining ORCID iD information for WoS from the ResearcherID record (if authors had added their ORCID iD to this record) to obtaining the information directly via a data feed from ORCID. Still, it is difficult to disentangle the effects of multiple possible causes. These include whether there are issues with journal requests for the identifier from authors, whether the researcher is providing the identifier, whether the journal passes the identifier along in metadata to the indexes and this properly updates the author's ORCID record (Haak et al. 2012b) , or whether the data feed from ORCID to WoS has gaps.
Issues in the integration of the ORCID iD into publication indexes such as WoS and Scopus) constitutes an important topic for future research. Such research should take into account two elements. The first would examine the extent to which individual ORCID iD registrants link to their WoS (or Scopus) publication record. The second would focus on the integration of ORCID iD information with WoS (or Scopus) metadata. Such research would go far in explaining the anomalies in the presence or absence of ORCID in these indexes.
Notwithstanding these usage factors and anomalies, we do observe systematic differences at the country and (filtering down to) the organization level. European countries, especially among those in the top publishing frequency segment such as Italy and Spain, have very high penetration of ORCID associated with their article records, while penetration is much lower in Asian countries and even the US. Yet these Asian countries with fast growing publication activity, such as China and Korea, pose the greatest need for ORCID usage because of difficulties in using name disambiguation algorithms on anglicized versions of their names. We would expect the most highly cited researchers from these Asian countries at least to have ORCID iDs, but that was not the case for the set of researchers with the last name of ''Wang'' in the Highly Cited Researcher listing based on WoS citations. It would seem that if these types of prominent researchers could be encouraged to register for ORCID iDs and enable integration with their indexed articles, then their network of co-authors might follow. This relationship between leading researchers and their co-author networks in adoption of ORCID constitutes another topic for future research. In any case, it could signal a new round of efforts to encourage ORCID adoption. Indeed, issues in the adoption of ORCID in Asian countries and/or organizations represent another promising area of future research related to ORCID usage.
In response to these differences, we recommend that researchers register for the ORCID iD, use it when they submit a manuscript, and grant permission for record updates. We recommend that organizations encourage this effort by not solely relying on technical solutions, as Clement (2014) notes. Organizations can require all researchers to register for identifiers, as some organizations now already do. Organizations also can assist through providing marketing and training into how to register for the ORCID iD and use it in article submissions and updating.
At present, we recommend to bibliometricians and others seeking to track author publication (or award) patterns that careful use of ORCID is warranted as an aid alongside other tracking methods. Gaps in coverage warn against relying solely on ORCID iD to collect researcher data. Even as a handy way to sample, the ORCID iD varies in coverage at the national, organizational, disciplinary, and individual level, so caution is in order, requiring attention to possible biases as we have uncovered in this paper. The ORCID iD is currently strongest when it is used as a component to support a comprehensive search strategy, as illustrated in the example discussed in this paper. While the situation may improve in the future, at present any searches that rely on ORCID iDs should undertake a sensitivity analysis to assess coverage issues and report and recognize limitations in subsequent bibliometric analyses.
